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In 1970, Dixon penned an editorial, “What are sensitized cells doing in glomerulonephritis?”, a skeptical response to a
paper showing that glomerulonephritis (GN) patients manifest not only humoral but also cellular responses to glomerular
basement membrane (GBM) antigens (1, 2). The view that T cells represent important mediators of GN pathogenesis,
rather than, at most, accompanying the supposedly crucial antibody response, proved a hard sell at the time and has
remained so for most of the intervening years. Two models of GN are commonly employed. In one, the nephrotoxic
nephritis (NTN) model, animals receive heterologous antibody specific for GBM and develop a lesion phenotypically
similar to human GN. Many groups have found that both cell-mediated immunity (CMI) and soluble factors contribute to
disease in this model. Nevertheless, since NTN is not an autoimmune process and thus almost never occurs in humans,
the analogy with human GN pathogenesis is forced and the relevance of CMI remains to be confirmed in other contexts.
The second, the experimental autoimmune GN (EAG) model developed by Steblay, in which disease is induced in sheep
(3), rats (4), or other animals by active immunization with GBM, may be more suitable in this respect. Antibodies clearly
play a role in EAG. For instance, Sado et al. found that GN can be transferred to a naive animal using […]
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In 1970, Dixon penned an editorial,
“What are sensitized cells doing in
glomerulonephritis?”, a skeptical
response to a paper showing that
glomerulonephritis (GN) patients
manifest not only humoral but also
cellular responses to glomerular base-
ment membrane (GBM) antigens (1,
2). The view that T cells represent
important mediators of GN patho-
genesis, rather than, at most, accom-
panying the supposedly crucial anti-
body response, proved a hard sell at
the time and has remained so for most
of the intervening years.

Two models of GN are commonly
employed. In one, the nephrotoxic
nephritis (NTN) model, animals
receive heterologous antibody specif-
ic for GBM and develop a lesion phe-
notypically similar to human GN.
Many groups have found that both
cell-mediated immunity (CMI) and
soluble factors contribute to disease
in this model. Nevertheless, since
NTN is not an autoimmune process
and thus almost never occurs in
humans, the analogy with human GN
pathogenesis is forced and the rele-
vance of CMI remains to be con-
firmed in other contexts. The second,
the experimental autoimmune GN
(EAG) model developed by Steblay, in
which disease is induced in sheep (3),
rats (4), or other animals by active
immunization with GBM, may be
more suitable in this respect.

Antibodies clearly play a role in EAG.
For instance, Sado et al. found that
GN can be transferred to a naive ani-
mal using antibodies purified from
EAG rat urine, or even using a defined
EAG mAb (5, 6), yielding lesions that
are identical to those seen in animals
receiving active immunization. Simi-
larly, Kalluri et al. transferred GN in
susceptible mice, using serum alone
(7), although they noted that this pas-
sive transfer procedure caused disease

only in wild-type recipients, and not in
animals that lacked the T cell receptor.
Hence this finding may suggest that T
cell activation is a more proximal
cause of GN than is antibody deposi-
tion per se. Moreover, the observation
of antibody-negative GN in some
humans (8–10) and in some forms of
EAG (11) suggests that CMI alone can
produce the disease. After many
decades of study, the problem in GN
remains to untangle the web of associ-
ations between CMI and antibodies.
The work of Wu et al. in a recent issue
of the JCI (12) now strengthens the
case for sensitized T cells as mediators
of GN pathogenesis but also raises a
number of other critical questions that
remain to be addressed.

Precedent from other diseases, such
as thyroiditis, ovaritis, and allergic
encephalomyelitis, shows that CMI can
represent the major pathogenic process
in autoimmunity, even when circulat-
ing antibodies are clearly detectable.
However, separating the effects of anti-
bodies and CMI in GN has proved a
daunting task. Although T cells are
required for anti-GBM antibody pro-
duction (13), the presence of antibody
in the GBM made it difficult to weigh
the role of CMI alone. However, in
1984, we described a CMI model of
EAG in chickens (14). Naive birds, some
of which were bursectomized to prevent
humoral responses, were immunized
with GBM. Control birds developed
GN and their GBM contained IgG, as in
human GN patients and mammalian
EAG models. Bursectomized animals,
as expected, had no detectable antibody
on their GBM and developed no anti-
body response to GBM or other anti-
gens. Nonetheless, these animals mani-
fested normal CMI, and they developed
GN of severity equal to or greater than
that in controls. Crucially, GN could be
induced in naive chickens by transfer of
sensitized cells, but not by transfer of

antibody (15). Further evidence for T
cell immunity in EAG was provided by
studies that interfered with T cell func-
tion, adherence, or activation (16–18).
Finally, in the report cited above, show-
ing that serum alone could transfer the
disease to naive animals, Kalluri et al.
(7) demonstrated that adoptively trans-
ferred T cells from affected mice were
also nephritogenic, even in the absence
of serum (7).

The recent report by Wu et al. (12)
provides additional evidence that cells
alone can damage kidney. Rats that
received T cells maintained with a
recombinant fragment of a GBM pro-
tein developed GN and intense inter-
stitial nephritis with heavy protein-
uria. The lesions were similar to those
in the model described by Rennke et
al., who immunized WKY rats with
azobenzenearsonate (ABA) (19). These
authors found that kidney perfusion
of preimmunized rats with ABA
induced granulomatous nephritis
with crescentic GN, an extreme form
of the disease in which the Bowman’s
capsule is infiltrated with immune
cells. Adoptive transfer of sensitized
cells but not antibody resulted in sim-
ilar histologic findings. Neither the
active nor the passive ABA model was
associated with proteinuria.

In Wu et al.’s report (12), several dif-
ferences remain to be clarified between
the GN arising from cell transfer in
naive animals and that seen in active
EAG, induced by exposure to GBM
antigens. First, active immunization
not only induces GN but also causes
pulmonary damage, whereas adoptive
transfer of T cells leads only to renal
lesions. The absence of pulmonary
involvement might indicate that anti-
bodies play a central role in the lung
but not the kidney. Alternatively, it
may be that different antigens are
involved, or that the epitopes recog-
nized by the T cell lines are present
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only in the kidney and not in the lung.
Second, T cell–induced disease is asso-
ciated with a massive renal interstitial
infiltrate of CD4+ T cells. Interestingly,
while fluorescently labeled GBM-spe-
cific T cells could be found in the kid-
ney, their overall accumulation in this
organ was not dramatically higher
than that of control T cells elicited by
CFA alone. The clearest difference
between these T cell populations was
seen in the kidney cortex, where the
nephritogenic cells accumulated in a
more-than-fourfold greater number
than in controls.

In the active model, macrophages are
seen throughout the kidney, but not in
transferred disease. Global diffuse fib-
rin deposits characteristic of active
EAG appear to be different, although
difficult to assess. The model
described by Wu et al. is phenotypical-
ly different in this and other respects
(12). When urine antibodies and
mAb’s from EAG rats are given to
naive recipients, disease begins almost
immediately and has the same pheno-
type characteristics as active EAG (5,
6). Disease development in the Wu et
al. model is much slower (12).

Several outstanding questions
about this new model remain. The
timing of lymphocyte homing and
glomerular damage needs to be
defined more precisely, well before the
65-day mark, at which animals were
sacrificed in this study (12). Histolog-
ical studies are needed to determine
whether other forms of kidney tissue
damage accompany or even precede
the onset of GN. Furthermore, Wu et
al. indicate that no antibody is detect-
ed by immunofluorescence on tissue
sections (12), but it will be important
to determine whether GBM antibody
levels are detectable in the circulation
or in tissue eluates using Western
blotting or ELISAs. The authors
employed T cell lines derived from
lymphocytes of EAG rats that had
been maintained in culture but that
required the presence of irradiated
syngeneic thymocytes during culture.
It would be important to document

that these T cell lines are indeed spe-
cific only for the nephritogenic anti-
gen. Mixed lymphocyte cultures, as
well as skin transplant studies, should
be done to document that the cells are
indeed syngeneic and that a graft-ver-
sus-host reaction is not occurring.

As Wu et al. note, if this model is
indeed purely T cell–dependent, linear
peptides should induce EAG (12). We
have shown that a nine–amino acid
region of α3(IV)NC1, the nephrito-
genic antigen used in the present stud-
ies, is sufficient for EAG induction and
have suggested that this is the T cell
epitope that drives autoimmunity
(11). Hence, it seems plausible that
this sequence is responsible for acti-
vating the T cell line generated by Wu
et al. (12), and perhaps also for Good-
pasture syndrome, but this needs to be
determined. If oral tolerance can be
induced with that simple peptide, as
has been shown with GBM and with
recombinant α3(IV)NC1 domain, this
epitope might be useful, either in
native or in mutated form, to inacti-
vate the pathogenic lymphocytes and
suppress Goodpasture syndrome.

Given that antibody treatment clear-
ly recapitulates important aspects of
GN, the effect of this and, presumably,
other T cell epitopes on antibody
remains to be explored. The report of
Wu et al. (12) brings us a step closer to
understanding the role of T cells, but
the interplay between CMI and
humoral immunity still needs to be
understood if we are to be able to
apply specific directed therapies at this
devastating process, perhaps directed
to each arm of the immune system.
The patient will be the beneficiary.
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